
future of digital cameras

future of photography





photography market data - year 2000

3,100,000,000 rolls of film

61,000,000 film cameras

11,000,000 digital cameras

350,000,000 single use cameras

major opportunity for growth in digital cameras !



barriers for film → digital conversion

ease of use

image quality

inertia

critical mass

disenchantment with hype

cost





chromatic aberration
in first tier camera
company lens $1800

easy to correct in
software if full
color information
is available

biggest lens issue
for photographers

optics correction
expensive



global electronic
shutter 1/4000

no motion
artifacts

no moving
parts

1.333 times
transistors
in array

more
reliable



how many pixels is enough ?

10.5 million sensors ≈ 35mm equivalent quality

is it only a marketing issue ?



large pixel counts

cropping to account for framing incompetence (ease of use)

electronic zoom cheaper than optical

extra pixels can be averaged to reduce noise if not needed

or used for very large blow up for once in a lifetime image !

or reduce aliasing by sampling within the lens blur spot



96 M pixels
full frame

24 M pixels
1 / 4 frame

6 M pixels
1 / 16 frame

6928 x 4618 x R x G x B 4.33 um pixels in 30 mm x 20 mm field



?

uncompromised still images combined with uncompromised video

only one camera needed in the household !

X3 technology simplifies the problem



interchangeable sensor would provide film like flexibility

sensor can be optimized for different applications

sell more sensors, less cameras



electronic viewfinder

eliminates prism, secondary optics, flip mirror

enabled by CMOS sensor random access capability

focus, exposure, framing are EXACTLY what the primary sensor sees

movable zone to determine focus and exposure in the image target





extended dynamic range imagers

enabled by CMOS imager non-destructive readout,

addresses two major ease-of-use issues:

a) exposure latitude

b) photography dynamic range < human vision

not possible with CCD





filter possibilities

spectral filters required for all photography to prevent invisible light
from corrupting color, these filters can be as expensive as the sensor,

X3 technology eliminates the blur filter

having this filter switch-able would allow interesting hobby shots in IR and UV

self cleaning sensor would help the accumulated dust problem

integrating this filter onto the die would reduce cost



depth of field and focus

multiple focus to extend depth of field

optical filter & digital filter symbiosis

traditional optics issue since 19th century





SNR improvement using MIPs



memory

cost per bit trend good for digital photography

decrease in size power and weight also

format lifetime an issue

also availability & reliability



power

major issue for photographers on vacation

cost, ease of use, performance

demand side: CMOS, fewer motors, DSP,

supply side: batteries, fuel cells, ?



hydrocarbon fuels have ~ 100 times
the energy density of batteries



bandwidth

digital photography can help burn bandwidth (and MIPs)

higher bandwidth required for digital imaging to achieve full potential



user interface improvements

voice control camera well suited to speech recognition
small number of talkers, small number of control words

viewfinder control display with pointer control



wireless cameras would reduce critical pieces that can be lost



archiving

issue is longevity of the media / format

in principle digital has longer lifetime

solution is centralized database to maintain and organize data





large wall mount displays

more dynamic range than prints

multi use (TV, monitor, ...

more pixels

lower cost



summary: photography in the next 50 years

communications intensive

better image quality exceeding film by a large margin

cheaper cameras

easier to use

completely new applications / markets

rapid evolution, followed by standardization



edible camera robot dog


